36 Hour Live Radio Event To Support Forgotten Harvest In Detroit
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It may sound crazy to you to try and talk for 36 hours straight even once, but Alien X
Radio is getting ready to do it for the third time this December to raise money to feed
those in need in Metropolitan Detroit. The 3rd annual “36
Hours Of Alien Xmas” radiothon will happen on
Saturday and Sunday, December 9th and 10th at Alien X
Radio’s studio in Taylor, MI and last from 8am Saturday
morning to 8pm Sunday night.
“This event is a huge undertaking, and we put a lot of
time and work into it but it’s totally worth it to put on a
big show for everyone and raise money for such a worthy
cause,” according to Vince ‘MotownVinnie’ Smith, coowner of Alien X Radio. “Forgotten Harvest does great
work for the community and provides a valuable service to people in need every single
day… there’s no better reason to support them than that.”
This massive radiothon will contain musical performances by some of the area’s greatest
bands and solo artists as well as live interviews with local
personalities, bands and artists, phone interviews, special
guests and more. The whole thing will be hosted by
Alienstone and MotownVinnie from the “Vinnie And The
Alien” syndicated radio show. The dynamic space duo will
be there for as much of the entire radiothon as possible,
but hey, even aliens need to sleep once in a while.
“This ain't our first rodeo,” says Keith ‘Alienstone’
Samland, co-owner of the station. “This is the third year
that we've done this. And this year it's going to be bigger
and better, crazier and awesomer than ever before. Great entertainment with great people
for a great cause. It's going to be great! Tony the Tiger would totally approve.”
Other personalities from the station that will make appearances include noted syndicated
radio host John Lebang, sports reporter Stacey ‘The Prospect’ Deselle and Wild Bill
McIntyre from Sporcle Live. As always, 100% of proceeds from donations will go
directly to Forgotten Harvest of Southeastern Michigan. A special thanks to Nicole Heins
from Forgotten Harvest for working with us on this massive event every year. Sponsors
and donors can find out more information at alienxradio.com/36hours.
Vince Smith, aka “MotownVinnie” and Keith Samland aka “Alienstone” are the co-owners of the
station and have been broadcasting at alienxradio.com since 2012. The station plays independent
rock music and has many syndicated and live programs as well, including the Top Ten Countup
which is the longest running show on the station.
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